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I am very pleased to give congratulatory message to the opening of the 4th Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition in 2015
at the Korean Cultural Center and the Baak Gallery in Berlin on the theme of <smARTcities>. The year 2015 is the 132nd
anniversary of diplomatic relation establishment between Korea and Germany and at this occasion the Yangpyeong artists were
invited to the Pan Asia Pacific Week event sponsored by the Berlin city government representing the Republic of Korea. 

The 1st Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition was held at the Korean Cultural Center and the Berlin Fine Art Association
Gallery in Berlin in 2011 on the theme of <Change-Exchange Encounter>. In 2012, the 2nd Korea-Germany Culture Exchange
Exhibition was held at the Yangpyeong County Art Museum and the Joseon Gallery in Seoul on the same theme and with the
participation of 20 artists from Berlin and 37 artists from Yangpyeong. The 3rd Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition in
2014 was held at the Yangpyeong County Art Museum and the Wa Gallery on the theme of the <The Flower> and with the
participation of 18 artists from Berlin and 30 artists from Yangpyeong.
During the 2014 exhibition in Yangpyeong, there was an art-experiencing event, at which the Yangpyeong Mulmoeri artists,
German artists and Yangpyeong County residents including the County Governor Kim Seon-gyo painted on the ceramics. The
ceramics with painting on them were baked into 400 pieces of ceramic tiles and they were installed between the pedestrian road
blocks at the Ashin Square of Teogol Galle
Beauftragter der Bundesregierung fuur Aussiedlerfragen und nationale Minderheiten ry so that the county residents can approach
and see the artwork anytime they want with east in the cultural environment naturally melt in their living.  

The past Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibitions explored the changing aspects of modern fine art and the relation
between fine art and the living of men in depth through various themes. 
This year s exhibition theme, <smARTcities>, also implicitly contains the significance of predicting the future of human living.

Yangpyeong is a relatively small city as yet but it has beautiful landscape which would be helpful in becoming one of the key
cities in Asia in the future. The Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition had been established with the purpose of making the
international position of Yangpyeong secure in the aspect of culture and art. And I am pleased to note that the exhibition has
secured a solid position as one of the brands representing the Yangpyeong. 

The past Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibitions were all successful, though there were many difficulties. I would like to
express my sincere appreciation and wish the health and happiness of the County Governor Kim Seon-gyo, who supported the
exhibition in various aspects, the exhibition staffs, the Chief Planner Yeonsuk Koppel in German Fine Art Association, Chairman
Kim Yeong-ri of Mulmoeri Artist Group, the Administration Manager Yun Hyeon-gyeong and all the participating artists for the
preparation of the exhibition with such passion and sincerity and preparing great artworks for the exhibition. 

I sincerely hope that this meaningful exhibition would lead to continuous meeting of the artists, contribute to the promotion of the
friendship between the two countries. I also hope that it would become an event in which the artists and viewers would share their
feelings.

Thank you very much. 

May  2015

Rhyew Min-ja  
Representative of Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition 

On the opening of the 4th Korea-Germany Culture 
Exchange Exhibition in 2015

..

..



Together with 108,000 Yangpyeong county residents, I am pleased to give sincere congratulation to the opening of [2015 Korea-

Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition] in Berlin.

I also thank to the Berliners and the artists in Berlin who gave warm welcome to the visiting delegation from Yangpyeong.

The Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition was held in Yangpyeong in the fall of 2012 with the participation of 20 Berlin

artists and 30 Yangpyeong artists and there was another exhibition in the fall of 2014 in Yangpyeong. I hope the 2015 exhibition

would become an opportunity of promoting the fine art exchange between the two countries. 

I think that the diplomacy on country level focuses on politics and defense while the diplomacy on local level would take the role

of complementing the country-level diplomacy by focusing in the various fields of culture, art and economy while transcending the

ideology difference of the countries.

I believe the exchange between the local cities in the world better focus on the exchange based on sharing and necessity rather

than the volume of exchange. The local governments can strengthen their competitiveness by sustainable and win-win type

diplomacy. 

I think the core of such various meetings and exchange is the understanding, helping and living together with open thinking. And I

hope that there would be more brisk culture exchange between the two countries in the future.

As last, I would like to express my sincere appreciation to the artists from Berlin, the members of  ‘Mulmoeri Saramdeul Group

and the exhibition staffs, who worked hard for the preparation of the exhibition and creating artworks for the exhibition. I also wish

that the 2015 Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition will be an opportunity for true culture sharing and communication

between the two countries.

Thank you very much.   

May  2015

Kim Seon-gyo 

Yangpyeong County Governor

Congratulatory message to the 
[2015 Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition]



Together with 108,000 Yangpyeong county residents, I am pleased to give sincere congratulation to the opening of  “the 4th

Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition - <smARTcities> ”  in May.

The three past Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibitions contributed a lot to the promotion of friendship and increasing the

understanding between the two cities by way of the artworks created by the artists from the two countries. I believe the exhibition

also became a good opportunity in telling the world that the Yangpyeong County is also a city of culture and art.

The 4th Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition is more meaningful event because this year is the 132nd anniversary of

diplomatic relation establishment between Korea and Germany and the Yangpyeong artists are participating in the exhibition of

Pan Asia Pacific Week event representing Republic of Korea. I hope it would become a good opportunity in promoting and

advancing the culture exchange between the two cities.

In the 21st century, culture is also a competitiveness. Now culture and art became an industry which should have competitiveness

in addition to artistic nature. Culture and art are the important growth driving forces which would lead the society in the future;

while the culture content industry is getting attraction all over the world.

The Yangpyeong County Council is doing its best in increasing the future value of Yangpyeong and advancing more productive

and creative culture in the county. We will focus on increasing the happiness index of county people by making Yangpyeong a

city of culture and happiness together with county people.

I would like to express my sincere appreciation to the artists from Berlin and Yangpyeong, the exhibition staffs in Berlin and

Representative Rhyew Min-ja of Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition for the preparation of the exhibition and the

artworks for the exhibition.

Thank you very much. 

May, 2015 

Park Myeong-suk 

Chairwoman of Yangpyeong County Council

Congratulatory message to the 4th Korea-Germany Culture 
Exchange Exhibition 



How are you? I am Jeong Byeong-guk, a member of the National Assembly. 

I am pleased to give sincere congratulation to the opening of [2015 Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition] in Berlin

together with 108,000 Yangpyeong county residents. 2015

I believe the exchange in culture art and between artists of the two countries will be vitalized by the 4th Korea-Germany Culture

Exchange Exhibition. I also think that the exhibition visitors would have their minds relaxed by sharing a world of art, which may

not be available at ordinary times.

I hope the artworks in the exhibition will give joyful experience to the viewers in Berlin and the cooperation between Korea and

Germany would continue in the future.

I hope this exhibition would continue promoting the culture exchange between the two countries and the two countries would

become truthful partners in promoting peace and prosperity in the 21st century, the age of culture and art.

As last, I would like to express my sincere appreciation to the artists participating in the exhibition and all the staffs who worked

hard for the preparation of the exhibition.

Thank you very much. 

May, 2015 

Jeong Byeong-guk 

A member of the National Assembly

Congratulatory message to the 4th Korea-Germany Culture 
Exchange Exhibition 



I am pleased to meet you all.

I am Yi Cheol-sun, the General Director of Yangpyeong County Art Museum. 

It has been already 132 years since Korea and Germany established diplomatic relation. At this occasion, I am very pleased to

learn that the Yangpyeong of Korea was selected as the representative of Asia in the Pan Asia Pacific Week event sponsored by

the city of Berlin and an opportunity of introducing an aspect of Korean modern fine art to Berliners became available.

Yangpyeong County is located at the northeastern part of Gyeonggi-do, which is in the central west of Korean peninsula.

Yangpyeong is the most beautiful place in the Seoul metropolitan area with its gifted nature. In terms of ratio of artist residents to

the population, Yangpyeong is the highest in Korea. The Yangpyeong County Art Museum has become well known at home and

abroad by the exchange between the modern fine art artists in Germany and Yangpyeong. I think it is very meaningful that artists

from Yanpayong would open a modern fine art exhibition with Korean feeling in Berlin. 

I would like to express my sincere appreciation to the Mayor of Berlin and the Berlin Fine Art Association for rendering the

invitation for this meaningful exhibition in Berlin. I also thank to the Yangpyeong artists and Mulmoeri artists who worked so hard

to enable this exhibition of Korean art in Germany. 

May, 2015 

Yi Cheol-sun 

Director of Yangpyeong County Art Museum

Wishing the expanding of cultural bridge between the two cities by
the meeting between the fine arts of Korea and Germany



The Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition has very special meaning because both Korea and Germany have the sad

history of country-division during the turbulence of World War II.

Germany had to endure long time of hardship while healing the conflict and scar after the unification of east and west. On the

other hand, Korea is still suffering the division to south and north and we are living in the pain of patience while continuously

wishing for unification. The Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition will become a place of consolation, in which the scar of

the past century would be shared and healed. I hope the different cultures of the two countries would meet at the great

Brandenburg Gate and they would hug with each other like the two different ideologies did in the past. I also hope that the Korea-

Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition would become a fine art festival with true communication for freedom and peace.

May, 2015 

Bae Dong-hwan 

Chairman of Yangpyeong Fine Art Association 

Congratulatory message to the 
[2015 Korea-Germany Culture Exchange Exhibition]



anlasslich der Ausstellung ,,smARTcities
des Kunstleraustausch-Projektes ,,changeexchange

Hartmut Koschyk MdB
Beauftragter der Bundesregierung

fur Aussiedlerfragen und nationale Minderheiten
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KO, BONG OK
KU, MYANG HOE
KIM, KEUN JOONG
KIM, DONG HEE  
KIM, MI NAM
KIM, YOUNG RI  
KIM, HO SOON
RYU, MIN JA  
MIN, BYUNG KAK
PARK, BYUNG CHOON  
BAI, DONG HWAN
SEOL, KYUNG CHUL
YOON, HYUN KYUNG
LEE, DONG PYO
LEE, SANG JIN
LEE, U SOUL
LEE, JEUNG GUL
LEE, TAE KYUNG
LIM, TAE KYOO  
CHANG, ONE SIL
CHUNG, KYUNG JA
CHO, HYUN AE
CHOI, KYU JA
CHOI, YONG DAE 
PAENG, YONG JA

KOREA





























Gerda Berger

Birgit Borggrebe

Ebrahim Ehrari

Marianne Gielen

Jurgen Kellig

Doris von Klopotek

Matthias Koeppel

Simone Kornfeld

Ina Lindemann

Siegrid Muller-Holtz

Detlef Olschewski

Renate Pfrommer

POGO

Ute Richter

Angelika Schneider-von Maydell

Sabine Schneider

SOOKI

Andrea Sunder-Plassmann

Gerard Waskievitz

DEUTSCH
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